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Hitachi Data Systems
Integrated Servieea Dtvialon—A Provider Of Customer-Led Service

Th« lnttgn(«d mtvIcss
division of HitJ&chl Data

SysliAmi M«ina to bt in a

position today whm many
other ienrlcM compoiilM would
lllc«tot)«. The company
considers that it has responded
tQ the changes in the servicei

Indiutry and mtt cllants'

deinonda for total Mrvica from a
Single supplier.

Background

Hitachi Data Syatami (HDS)
markets and sardcas mainframe
computan and paripharal^ and
employs2^ people In 32
countnas. It was fonned in

1979, when National
Semiconductor, which was then
selling mainframes through Ital

Coiporatlon with Hitachi^

purchased ttal'e computer
op«nitiona, The orguUsetlon
was then called NaBonal
Advanced Systems (NAS). In
April 1989, Hitachi Ltd. and
Biectronic Data Systems
Corpondon (EDS) jointly

acquired NAS and the company
WM relaunched as Hitachi Data
Syttmk Hitachi beUeved that

the Bcqulsldon of NAS
strengthtned it* position in the

plug-compatible equipment
market. HDS conakiers that the

combination of Hitachi's

expert!^ in hardware vrfth EDS'
5omv*j» development
capabilities will better eauip the

company to respond to tne

needs of its customers.

HDS benefits from the strength

of its corporate backin|, l^tachi

la one of the largest industrial

concerns tn the world, with total

revenuea appi'oachine $50
billion, as shown in Exhibit A,

Hitachi places great emphasis
on R&D. The amount spent on
R&D last year waa up 13% and
represented 5.8% of total sales.

Special attendon was focus^ed
on electrordci, semiconductors

CmtiMttdm nextpast
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Unlsys[^Malntenance Activities

peripherals,

telecommunkations squipment

AAd iocAl arM nctworw. A
wids nmgd of bnndB ia

fuppoited; Including:

Unisys hu be«n active In

the TFM market for five

ytU9. Its president l3 Mr.
tiazerwltz and In 1988 UiUbyb

derived revenues df $35 million

It is a large operation, with a
totil of 9aXX) employees
InvoWed in service. 7^ of

these are field engineers.

Unisys has 339 service locations,

induding 64 m)air depots and
one parts depot. The company
offers Its services throughout

the United States, Inchiding

non<ontin«ntal US.

Support is provided for

mainframes, mlxUs, micros,

Epson
DEC
Compaq
Fujitsu

Toshiba

Wyse

Mannesmaim
NBC
Panasonic

QMS
Genicom
Hewlett-

Packard

Training

Refurbliihment

Installatlon/relocatloft

Preventive maintenance

Remedial maintenance
Consultancy
ECO/FCO (change orders)

Convez^ions/upgrade

Unisys provides a range of

services:

• ManuAicturer wammty work
* Software maintenance

Most of their business (90%) Is

contract based with the

wanaininK 10% being hourly

per-call. Unisys is targeting

various vertical markets,

induding transportation,

distribuoon, services, medkal,

banking and Bnance.

News from the U.S.A.

The following are two questions

posed to INPUT by clients in th«

United States. Theflistis

Indicative of the incnsased

Intsrast in the training and
education sector.

Ou««tion: What maintenance
and support programs are

available from the nuijor

hardware manuAKturers for

high^ education institutions?

Answer INPUT addrcssad the

education programs available

Manoh 1980

from DEC, Apple, IBM, and
Kewlett-Packard in the VS
December 1989 newsletter. The

programs are recapped below,

alone with those ttom Unisys

and Wang.

/li^ls—Apple offers four levels

of purchase discounts: Educator

Buy (teachers receive dlKount
on izvdlvidual purchases).

Student Buy (students finance

gurchases tnrough the Federal

tudent Loan Program),
Institutional Buy (bulk

purchases by the bistltutlon),

and Contractual Agreement
(camous bookstore acts as a

reseller to students, faculty, and
staff). Under the Contractual

Agreement purchase, Apple
trains the university staff to

• rwmfiii iiiiiii ii>llirlll

maintain and repair the

equipment and hdps the

university establish an on-site

repair depot,

DEC—DEC provkies the

Campus-Wide Bduoitional
Service Program to assist the

university or institute to become
S6lf suffldent. Under the

program, DEC will train the

Insntute's staff in maintenance

and repair, provide a 50%
discount on parts, and assist in

establishing an on-site repair

depot to be staffed by the

university or institute's

employees.

HP—Hewlett-Packard does not

offer any special service

discounts directed to

Contimud <m nexl poft
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Jachi Data Systems - Integrated Services DivisiHitachi Data Systems - Independent Maintenance
Operations in the United States

News ^ the USA
Snipx

HITACKI DATA SY^TRMft

tnttqm<4 Servioea Plviaton > a provider Of Customer Lad
Bervio*^

The integrated services division of Hitachi Data Systemsaeems to be in a position today where many other services
companies would like to be. The company considers that it
has reaponded to the changes in the services industry andmet clients demands for total service from a single
supplier. '

BackqrQund

Hitachi Data Systems (HDS) markets and services mainframe
computers and peripherals and employs 2,200 people in 32
countries. It was formed in 1979, when National
Semiconductor, who were then selling mainframes through Itel
Corporation with Hitachi, purchased Itel's Computer
operations. The organisation was then called National
Advanced Systems (NAS) , in April 1989, Hitachi Ltd and
Electronic Data Systems Corporation (EDS) jointly acquired
NAS and the company was relaunched as Hitachi Data Systems.
This new name was designed to reflect the 80% ownership by
Hitachi with EDS holding the remaining 20%. Hitachi
believed that the acquisition of NAS strengthened its
position in the plug-compatible equipment market. HDS
considers that the combination of Hitachi's expertise in
hardware with EDS' software development capabilities will
equip the company better to respond to the needs of its
customers

.

Hps benefits from the strength of its corporate backing.
Hitachi is one of the largest industrial concerns in the
world, with total revenues approaching 50 billion dollars,
as shown in Exhibit A.
Hitachi places great emphasis on R&D. The amount spent on
R&D last year was up 13% and represented 5.8% of total
sales. Special attention was focussed on electronics,
semiconductors and computers, to satisfy the demand for
increased processing power. HDS is included in the
Information and Communication Systems and Electronic Devices
Division, in which sales increased by 19% in 1989, with the
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co:nputer sector experiencing particularly high growth. Thefinancial performance of the division is also shown inExhibit A. In response to the spread of distributed
systems, I achi introduced a new series of small machines,

VOS K~
series, with a newly developed operating system,

The corporate direction of HDS is based on a strategic planwhich incorporates the Integrated Services division as animportant element. In the U.K., the organisation is run- -"^ v-iio <jj.yanxsation IS runA jointly by the operations Manager, Jeff Holton and the Sales
r\ and Marketing Manager, Peter Duff.

HDS Integrated Services was first set up in the U.K. and has
grown to the point where it now accounts for 25% of HDS'
customer services revenues. 1990 will see this grow to
around 3 3%.

Its customers include: Castrol (UK) Ltd, Cornhlll Insurance
and AST Transact (formally Royal Bank of Canada Systems).V
Conc^ptigP

——

^

About 3 years ago, Customer Service and Support within HDS
re-evaluated its strategies. In view of the trend towards
more reliable machines and customer demand for more than
just piecemeal hardware and software service solutions, HDS
decided that the way forward was to offer the client a total
service package: all mainframe computer hardware
maintenance would be undertaken by HDS, regardless of
vendor. Integrated Services, a specialist division within
Customer Service and Support, began to develop strategies to
enter this market. The support offered involves placing an
HDS engineer on the customer site to manage totally the
servicing requirements of all the clients' computer
equipment. The HDS engineers are able to service IBM and
Hitachi equipment themselves and the servicing of other
equipment la subcontracted, usually to the original vendor,
although in some cases the subcontract Is awarded to a third
party organisation. HDS has agreements with over 50 vendors
which allows the HDS engineer to liaise, on behalf of the
client, with these other vendors. HDS claims that it has
more vendor liaison experience than any other company In the
U.K.

HDS claims that this method of providing service relieves
the client of the huge burden of calling out engineers from
different vendors and dealing with the contractual aspects
of each. The on-site HDS representative takes on the
ownership of all necessary tasks to ensure that the
equipment is returned to full operational status with
minimum disruption to the users' activities. One person
taking on the management or ail equipment service reduces



•r
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the operating overheads that multi-vendor sites typically
bring. in some cases, the HDS engineer carries out remotediagnostics and remedial action for the other vendors. Very
often, HDS claims that the expertise and experience of the
engineer c^-n save unnecessary call-outs and he can often
pinpoint the problem very quickly. HDS claims that the on-
site engineer is able to fix 80-90% of problems himself and
IS qualified to provide additional skills besides hardware
fault resolution. The on-site engineer is often viewed as amember of the client team and has even appeared on a
clients' own organisational chart.

Current strategy

HDS is working within a well defined niche market, and
while admitting to not being the most inexpensive provider
of service, does claim to be the most comprehensive. Their
customers tend to be the larger IBM sites based in London
and th» south of England. Exhibit B illustrates HDS'
service positioning. HDS does not intend targetting the
price sensitive sector of the market, but is aiming at local
users who prefer service from vendors. HDS' policy of
subcontracting back single source service to the equipment
vendor allows them to satisfy their clients' needs. The
value of a typical contract is around §500 thousand. They
do have some smaller contracts, but do not actively seek
them. Very often, HDS claims, business is generated by
recommendation. It also appears that HDS can afford to pick
and choose its clients: work has been turned away if HDS
believes that it is not suited to the job.

HDS's recruitment policy is "to find the best", and the job
is presented to recruits as "the job for the engineer of the
future", a new career path. The role of the engineer is
changing - the engineer is now seen more and more as a
consultant and a key requirement is skill in customer
liaison and account management.

Future Stratftqy

HDS claims to have identified a niche market, but there is
further work to be done before a totally integrated solution
can be ottered. Exhibit C shows where HDS views its current
pocition.

HDS sees a need to increase its expertise in software. A
certain amount of systems software support is already
offered in some cases, but HDS hopes to make it a formal
offering by the start of 1991. Then leading on from this,
HDS plans to tackle applications software with the objective
of adding this to their portfolio by 1992. There are other
enhancements to be considered, such as networks and office
systems. These have been handled in a growing number of
cases where the transition has naturally occurred on an
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informal customer by customer basis. However, a country-wide structure has recently been put into place which cannow support distributed equipments, as long as they areserviced bv a large central mainframe site. HDS • portfoliohas potential for further growth with the provision ofenvironmental services. HDS has had experience, for
example, of managing the move of a customer's computer room.

That the market for services such as those offered by HDS
exists is supported by INPUT user r$B9arch, which indicates
that in 1989 almost 80% of users had a preference for single
service. Many other service companies are formulating plans
now to put into place similar 'total service' mechanisms, a
factor also supported by INPUT research data. HDS'
geographical coverage is limited, however, by the size of
its operation. HDS is, however, formulating plans for
growth and disucussions are now taking place on a nationwide
basis with large mainframe users. HDS is also planning for
its future growth into Europe. Currently, HDS has two
contracts in France and has won a contact for a major site
in Holland within the last four months. These contracts are
being handled by the local Customer service and Support
organisation in each country. Expansion plans into Europe
are being actively pursued. The ultimate aim is to provide
a truly Total Service Solution service.

Hitachi Data Systems - Independent Maintenance Operations in
the United States

HDS' U.S. operation in Santa Clara, California has been
active in the independent maintenance market for five years.
In 1988, it reported $15 million of revenues from
independent maintenance and this figure is expected to grow
by about 15 % in 1989. Gary Moore is president of the
organisation.

The company has 75 service locations covering the whole of
America. It has some 450 employees, of which 347 are field
engineers, 60 are in field support and 30 in service
management.

The company maintains a wide range of machines, including
mainframes, minis, superminis and micros. It also supports
peripherals, telecommunications and front end processors.
Brands supported include IBM, Hitachi, STC. Magnuson and
Telex.
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In addition to hardware and software maintenance, HDSundertakes manufacturer warranty work, preventive
maintenance and refurbishment. Recognising the need to beable to provide additional services, HDS also offers
training and consultancy services.

All HDS* business is contract based and the support is
always delivered on the customer site. HDS operates in a
"i^^ff'^^'^f

vertical markets, including manufacturing,
utilities, insurance, federal and local government andbanking and finance. HDS believes that its competitors areother manufacturers.

Unisys maintenano« aotlvites

Unisys has been active in the TPM market for five years.
Its president is Mr. Gazerwitz and in 1988 Unisys derived
revenues of $35,0 million from TPM.

It is a large operation, with a total of 9000 employees
involved in service. 7200 of these are field engineers.
Unisys has 339 service locations, including 64 repair depots
and 1 parts depot. The company offers its services
throughout the United States, including non-continental US.

Support is provided for mainframes, minis, micros,
peripherals, telecommunications equipment and local area
networks. A wide range of brands is supported, including :

Epsom, DEC, Compaq, Fujitsu, Hewlett-Packard, Genicom,
Mannesmann, NEC, Panasonic, QMS, Toshiba and Wyse,

Unisys provides a range of services:

manufacturer warranty work
software maintenance
training
refurbishment
installation/relocation

preventive maintenance
remedial maintenance
consultancy
ECO/FCO (change ordersf)
conversion/upgrade

Most of their business (90%) is contract based with the
remaining 10% being hourly per-call. Unisys is targetting
various vertical markets, Including transportation,
distribution, services, medical, banking and finance.

News From The U.R.A
^ ^

The following are two questions posed to INPUT by clients in
the United States. The first is indicative of the increased
interest in the training and education sector.
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Hitachi Data Systems
Integrated Services Division—A Provider Of Customer-Led Service

Th» Integrated services
division of Hitachi Data

Systems seemfi to b<s in a posi-
tion today where nvmy other
services compaonie* would lliie

to be. The compajiy considers
that it has responded to the
changes in the services industry
and met dletits' demands for
total service from a singli
supplier.

Background

Hitnchl Data Systems (HDS)
markets ajnd ^ervicif malnirame
computers and pertphends and
employs 2^00 people in 32
countries. It was formed in
1979, whan National Semicon-
ductor, which then selling

W-IV5

j

maiiAames through Itel Corpo-
ration with Hitachi, purchased
Itel's computer op«fation8. The
organisation was th«n called
National Advanced Systems
(NAS). In April 1989, Hitachi
Ltd. and Electronic Data Sys-
tems Corporation (EDS) jointly

acquired NAS aj:\d the company
was relaunched as Hitachi Data
Systems, Hitachi believed that
the acquisition of NAS strenglJi-

•ned its position in d\e plue-
compatiSle equlpmerit market.
HDS considers that the combi-
nation 0/ Hitachi's expertise in
hardware with EDS' software
development capabilities will
better equip the company to
respond to the needs of its

customers.

HDS benefits from the strength
of its corporate baddng. Hitachi
is one of the iM^m industiial

concerns in th« world, with total

revenues approachiM $50
billion, as shown in Ethibit A.

Hitachi places great emphasis
onRM3. The amount ip«nt on
R&D last year was up l3% and
represented 5.8% of total sales.

Spedal attention was focussed
on electronics, aemkonductonj
and comput^PB, to satisfy the
demand for increased process-
ing power. HDS Is included in
the information and Communi-
cation Systems and Electronic

Devices Division, in which sal^
increased by 19% in 1989, with
the computer sector experlenc-

page
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Hitachi..from poftl
ii\g particularly high growth.
The flnAndjd perform»iH^ of tha
division is «l90 shown in Exhibit
A. In responM to th* spread 0/
distributed 8y9t«M, Hftachi
Introduced a iww series of small
anacWnea, tha M-6au pertes, with
« rvBWly developed opcnfetine
iy8tem,V0SK.

baaed computwr

;

coiflpany EDS, now
GflneraQvlotor*

Hitachi Ltd. Revenue Growth, 1987-1989

in 26 caun
report«id Tev9it

billion, sptof^
technolo,

the nuBigemtnt ind
of dMa, image and voi

of $lfct^.U7 /

Ih providing/
^'tions for /

'

Ovement| '

^

1907 198d 1989

ition around the world.

laat ;^ear (1989) was
ifflcult for its custo:

ers, so^e company is

a five-yW plan to consojiaate
its poslHok in the mark«, rather^

Q Hitachi, Total Revenue

Information and Communication Systems
and Eidctronic Devices Rovenue

than nggreshiyely

increase market bI

against this ba^

Integrated Se:

been opeiBtijfg.

ganlsatioiy-ffinplo)

nee», apa b run
tiona Ief^Hol
theS^les and Marketing
a^, Peter Duff.

und that th

:

Division ha. i

a small o^
engi-

opera-

in,and

thclude:

Ltd, ConvhiU In«untnca and

Conception

About IFi mnrfhn ago, the
Customer S«rvic6 and Support
division of HD9 rMvaluated its

strat«gl«9. In view of the trend
towarai more reliable machines
and ai9tom«r demand for more
than |uit pidCtmaal haMwaie
and software itrvlce solutions,
HDS decided that the way
forward was to offer the client a
total service package: allmain-
frtm# computer h^ware
mainteiumcc would be under-
taken by HDS, regaj^dl(M« of
vendor. Integrated Services, a
specialist dlvl^on within Cus-
tomer Service and Support,
began to develop strategiea to

enter this market. The support
offered involves placing an HDS
engineer on the customer sita to

totolly manage the servldng
requirements of all the dionts'
computer equipment. The HDS

englneei^ are able to service
IBM and Hitachi equipment
themselves, and the senrvidng of
other equipment is subcon-
tracted—usually to the original

vendor, although In some cases
the subcontract is awarded to a
third-party organisation. HDS
has agreements with over 30
vendors that allow the fflDS

engineer to liaise, on behalf of
the client, with these other

vendors. HDS claiirwi that it hu
more vendor liaison experience
than any other company in the

HDS claims that this method of
providing serv^e relieves the
client of the huge burden of
calllDg out eng&ew from
different vend!orB and dealing
with the contractual aspects of
each. The on-site HDS repre-
sentative uJtw on all necessary
casks to ensure that the equlp-

March 1900
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ment is rettinted to full opera-
aonal statua with minimuin
disruption to the u$en' «ctlvi-
tio. One p«raon tPiang on the
management of all equipment
service reduces the operating
overheads of most multlveftdor
sites, In 8om« cases, th^HDS
engineer carrias out remot*
diagnostics a«d remedial action
for the other YfndOfs. Veiy
often, HDS daima that the
expertise and exptriance of the
«nakie«r can save unntceaaaiy
caJl-outs and he can oftan
pinpoint the problem very
quicWy. HD5 claims that the
on-site engineer ia able to fix 80-
90% of problems himself and is

qualifiad to provide additional
sklllj besides hardware iauJt

resolution. The on-site etigmeer
is often viewed as a member of
the client team and has even
appeared on a client's own
organ^JftHonaJ chart.

Current Stratdgy

HDS is working within a well-
defined niche market, and
though admitting to not being

,
the mmt IJiexptmlye provider
of service, dow claim to be the
/most compmhansive. Itscus-
iomersjwvdto b« the larger IBM
sitesHiigM' l,andOT>, owwtthkx
^0-»ileH«y«a, Exhibit B
lustrates HDS' Ntrvice poel-

'tioning. HDS do« not tntend
largetttng the price-sensitive
sector of the market, but is

aiming at local ueen who prefer
service from vemlor*. Hl3S'
policy of subcontracting back
single-source service to the
equlomanl vendor allows it to
satlsry clients' needs. The value
of a typical contract is around
$500 thousaM. HDS does have
some smaller contracts, but does
not activftiy ft«j«k th«m. V«jy

8:05ftM 01 529 01 79-*
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ExhtMtB HDS Service Positioning

HDS Position

often, HDS daiortS, business is

generated by recommendation.
It also appears that HDS can
afford to pick and chooM its

dienta; work is turned away if

HDS believes that it is not suited
toth*}ob. HD6-liupt5!i thjitiTne
t^-pfoduet ofa succaafai

maagfld aqtripment sales , when
thijtorcom^f&f-a-ffBtWner's
Sj^gauo be updoteA

—

HDS' PKsultment policy la "to
find the b«t," and the job is

prosanted to recruits as "the job
for the anginetr of the future," a
new career path, The role of the

engineer is changing—the
engineer is now seen more and
more as a consultant, and a key
requirement is skill in customer
liaison and account manage-
ment.

Future Strategy

HDS claims to hare identified a
luiTitlvn niche market, but there
is further woHc tO be doiw
before a totally Integrated
solution am b« offered Sxhibit

C «hows HD8' view of its

current position.

Exhibit C

HDS' View of its Current Position
In Providing Service Solutions
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some cases, but HDS hop«8 to

It e formal offering by the
start of 1991. Leading on from
thl*, HDS plans to tackle appU-
cation» software with thii o^k^
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other enhancements to be con*
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potential for further gnjwth
with the provision of environ-
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experlTOe, for example, of
managiftfl; the move of a
customers computer room.

That the markat for servicesi

such aa those offered by HDS
exists is supported by CsTUT's
user research, which Indicates
thst in 1989 almost 80% of usere
had a pwAsrence for
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Hitachi Data Systems-
Independent IVIaintenance Operations in
tlie United States '
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sit:Magntison and
in the independent maintenance

i Telax
marker for Tivt years. In 1985, it I

reported $1S on of revenues
from independent maintenance,
this figure is expected to have
grown by about 15 % for 1989.
Gary Moore is president of the
organisation.

I The company has 75 service
locations covering the whole of
America. It has some 450
employees, of which 347 ar«
field englne«ri, 60 are in field
support and 30 in service man-
Sgement.

The company maintains a wide
range of machines, including
ariainframes, minis, superanliUs
andmiCTos, It aiso sirpports
pertphenjls, telecommunica-
tions and front end proceswrs.

In addition to hardware and
software maintenance, HDS
undertakes manufactuner war-
ranty work, preventfvemainte-
naiwe and refurbishmant Re-
cognising the need to be able to
provide additional serricas,
HDS also ofliBrs training and
consultancy services.

All HI^' business Is contract-
based and the support Is always
deliv«jr»d on the oiatomer site.

HDS operatw in a number of
vertical markets, including
manufacturing, uUlltl^, insur-
ance, federal and local govern-
ment, and banking and finance,
HDS believes that its compeli-
tois are other manufacturers, m
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HITACHI DATA SYSTEMS

Integrated Services Division - A Provider Of Customer Led
Service.

The integrated services division of Hitachi Data Systems
seems to be in a position today where many other services
companies would like to be. The company considers that it
has responded to the changes in the services industry and
met clients demands for total service from a single
supplier.

Background

Hitachi Data Systems (HDS) markets and services mainframe
computers and peripherals and employs 2,200 people in 32
countries. It was formed in 1979, when National
Semiconductor, who were then selling mainframes through Itel
Corporation with Hitachi, purchased Itel • s Computer
operations. The organisation was then called National
Advanced Systems (NAS) . In April 1989, Hitachi Ltd and
Electronic Data Systems Corporation (EDS) jointly acquired
NAS and the company was relaunched as Hitachi Data Systems.
Hitachi believed that the acquisition of NAS strengthened
its position in the plug-compatible equipment market. HDS
considers that the combination of Hitachi's expertise in
hardware with EDS' software development capabilities will
equip the company better to respond to the needs of its
customers

.

HDS benefits from the strength of its corporate backing.
Hitachi is one of the largest industrial concerns in the
world, with total revenues approaching 50 billion dollars,
as shown in Exhibit A.
Hitachi places great emphasis on R&D. The amount spent on
R&D last year was up 13% and represented 5.8% of total
sales. Special attention was focussed on electronics,
semiconductors and computers, to satisfy the demand for
increased processing power. HDS is included in the
Information and Communication Systems and Electronic Devices
Division, in which sales increased by 19% in 1989, with the
computer sector experiencing particularly high growth. The
financial performance of the division is also shown in





Exhibit A. In response to the spread of distributed
systems, Hitachi introduced a new series of small machines,
the M-620 series, with a newly developed operating system,
VOS K.

Dallas-based computer services company EDS, now owned by
General Motors and managed by an executive team, operates in
26 countries. In 1988 EDS reported revenues of 4.8 billion
dollars, specialising in providing technology-based
solutions for the management and movement of data, image and
voice information around the world.

This last year (1989) was seen by HDS as difficult for its
customers and so the company is operating a five year plan
to consolidate its position in the market, rather than
attempt aggressively to increase market share. It is
against this background that the Integrated Services
Division has been operating. It is a small organisation
employing 25 engineers, and run by the operations Manager,
Jeff Holton and the Sales and Marketing Manager, Peter Duff.

HDS Integrated Services Division accounted for 25% of HDS'
customer service revenues in 1989 and plans to grow this to
around 3 3% in 1990. Its customers include: Castrol (UK)
Ltd, Cornhill Insurance and Royal Bank of Canada.

Conception

About 18 months ago. Customer Service and Support within HDS
re-evaluated its strategies. In view of the trend towards
more reliable machines and customer demand for more than
just piecemeal hardware and software service solutions, HDS
decided that the way foirward was to offer the client a total
service package: all mainframe computer hardware
maintenance would be undertaken by HDS, regardless of
vendor. Integrated Services, a specialist division within
Customer Service and Support, began to develop strategies to
enter this market. The support offered involves placing an
HDS engineer on the customer site to manage totally the
servicing requirements of all the clients' computer
equipment. The HDS engineers are able to service IBM and
Hitachi equipment themselves and the servicing of other
equipment is subcontracted, usually to the original vendor,
although in some cases the subcontract is awarded to a third
party organisation. HDS has agreements with over 50 vendors
which allows the HDS engineer to liaise, on behalf of the
client, with these other vendors. HDS claims that it has
more vendor liaison experience than any other company in the
U.K.

HDS claims that this method of providing service relieves
the client of the huge burden of calling out engineers from
different vendors and dealing with the contractual aspects
of each. The on-site HDS representative takes on the





ownership of all necessary tasks to ensure that the
equipment is returned to full operational status with
minimum disruption to the users' activities. One person
taking on the management of all equipment service reduces
the operating overheads that multi-vendor sites typically
bring. In some cases, the HDS engineer carries out remote
diagnostics and remedial action for the other vendors. Very
often, HDS claims that the expertise and experience of the
engineer can save unnecessary call-outs and he can often
pinpoint the problem very quickly. HDS claims that the on-
site engineer is able to fix 80-90% of problems himself and
is qualified to provide additional skills besides hardware
fault resolution. The on-site engineer is often viewed as a
member of the client team and has even appeared on a
clients' own organisational chart.

Current Strategy

HDS is working within a well defined niche market, and
while admitting to not being the most inexpensive provider
of service, does claim to be the most comprehensive. Their
customers tend to be the larger IBM sites based in London,
or within a 30 mile radius. Exhibit B illustrates HDS'
service positioning. HDS does not intend targetting the
price sensitive sector of the market, but is aiming at local
users who prefer service from vendors. HDS' policy of
subcontracting back single source service to the equipment
vendor allows them to satisfy their clients' needs. The
value of a typical contract is around $500 thousand. They
do have some smaller contracts, but do not actively seek
them. Very often, HDS claims, business is generated by
recommendation. It also appears that HDS can afford to pick
and choose its clients: work has been turned away if HDS
believes that it is not suited to the job. HDS hopes that
one by-product of a successful service contract will be
increased equipment sales, when the time comes for the
customer to update his system.

HDS's recruitment policy is "to find the best", and the job
is presented to recruits as "the job for the engineer of the
future", a new career path. The role of the engineer is
changing - the engineer is now seen more and more as a
consultant and a key requirement is skill in customer
liaison and account management.

Future Strategy

HDS claims to have identified a lucrative niche market, but
there is further work to be done before a totally integrated
solution can be offered. Exhibit C shows where HDS views
its current position.

HDS sees a need to increase its expertise in software. A
certain amount of systems software support is already





offered in some cases, but HDS hopes to make it a formal
offering by the start of 1991. Then leading on from this,
HDS plans to tackle applications software with the objective
of adding this to their portfolio by 1992. There are
numerous other enhancements to be considered, such as
networks, office equipment such as photocopies and fax
machines. Items such as this are handled in one or two
cases where the transition has naturally occurred on an
informal basis, but in general, support for these is not
offered as standard. HDS' portfolio has potential for
further growth with the provision of environmental services.
HDS has had experience, for example, of managing the move of
a customer's computer room.

That the market for services such as those offered by HDS
exists is supported by INPUT user research, which indicates
that in 1989 almost 80% of users had a preference for single
service. Many other service companies are formulating plans
now to put into place similar 'total service' mechanisms, a
factor also supported by INPUT research data. HDS'
geographical coverage is limited, however, by the size of
its operation. At present, their market is local, not even
national. HDS is formulating plans for its future strategy,
which could include expansion into Europe. The ultimate aim
is to provide a truly Total Service Solution service.

Hitachi Data Systems - Independent Maintenance Operations in
the United States

HDS' U.S. operation in Santa Clara, California has been
active in the independent maintenance market for five years.
In 1988, it reported $15 million of revenues from
independent maintenance and this figure is expected to grow
by about 15 % in 1989. Gary Moore is president of the
organisation.

The company has 75 service locations covering the whole of
America. It has some 450 employees, of which 347 are field
engineers, 60 are in field support and 30 in service
management

.

The company maintains a wide range of machines, including
mainframes, minis, superminis and micros. It also supports
peripherals, telecommunications and front end processors.
Brands supported include IBM, Hitachi, STC. Magnuson and
Telex.





In addition to hardware and software maintenance, HDS
undertakes manufacturer warranty work, preventive
maintenance and refurbishment. Recognising the need to be
able to provide additional services, HDS also offers
training and consultancy services.

All HDS* business is contract based and the support is
always delivered on the customer site. HDS operates in a
number of vertical markets, including manufacturing,
utilities, insurance, federal and local government and
banking and finance. HDS believes that its competitors are
other manufacturers.

News From The U.S.A.

The following are two questions posed to INPUT by clients in
the United States. The first is indicative of the increased
interest in the training and education sector.

Question: What maintenance and support programs are
available from the major hardware manufacturers for higher
education institutions?

Answer: INPUT addressed the education programs available
from DEC, Apple, IBM, and Hewlett Packard in the U.S
December 1989 newsletter. The programs are recapped below,
along with those from Unisys and Wang.

Apple - Apple offers four levels of purchase discounts:
Educator Buy (teachers receive discount on individual
purchases) , Student Buy (students finance purchases through
the Federal Student Loan Program) , Institutional Buy (bulk
purchases by the institution) , and Contractual Agreement
(campus bookstore acts as a reseller to students, faculty,
and staff) . Under the Contractual Agreement purchase, Apple
trains the university staff to maintain and repair the
equipment and helps the university establish an on-site
repair depot.

DEC - DEC provides the Campus-Wide Educational Service
Program to assist the university or institute to become self
sufficient. Under the program, DEC will train the
institute's staff in maintenance and repair, provide a 50%
discount on parts, and assist in establishing an on-site
repair depot to be staffed by the university or institute's
employees

.

HP - Hewlett Packard does not offer any special service
discounts directed to universities or educational
institutions. HP considers each institutional purchase to
be an opportunity for a custom purchase agreement.





IBM - IBM's Educational Allowances program offers discounts
on all hardware and software purchases, while the national
educational prices apply to microcomputers and related
software. To be eligible for these discounts, the
institution or university must be an accredited, non-profit
institution of higher education and the equipment must be
for their own use, and installed for at least two years
before selling. There are no special pricing schedules or
discount programs for service, regular service schedules
apply.

Unisys - Unisys does not offer any special standard
discounts for higher education maintenance and support
procurements. However, there is usually a custom
negotiation for maintenance on a case-by-case basis,
depending on the particular requirements of the institution.
Unisys will train the university's people in maintenance on-
site or at a Unisys training centre under the standard cost
schedules.

Wang - Wang does not offer any special discounts for
hardware maintenance to educational institutions.
Exceptions to this include cases when hardware donations are
made to higher education institutions, service is then
provided free or at a substantial discount.

Question: Regarding DEC'S VMS software upgrades, does the
customer have to be under a software maintenance agreement
to receive upgrades? Are the upgrades available at a
discount or must a whole new package of software be
purchased?

Answer: Software upgrades are available from DEC,
independent of a software maintenance contract.
Upgrades are available in the following manner.

1. As part of a software maintenance contract, the
upgrades are automatic when the company subscribes
to the Media Documentation and Distribution.

2 . "A la Carte" upgrades are available where only the
upgrade and the documentation are purchased.

It may be more cost-effective under the software maintenance
agreement if the system is to be upgraded regularly.
Purchasing the individual upgrades is preferable if only an
occasional upgrade is required.





INPUT Examines the Service Offerings of the Leading Third
Party Maintainers.

The updated versions of Service Vendor Analysis - Third-
Party Maintenance Volumes I & II (U.S.) are due to be
released by the end of the first quarter.

Volume I of the Service Vendor Analysis - Third Party
Maintenance, profiles the service organizations of the top
ten TPM service providers in the United States, including
revenues from service and service coverage. Each profile
begins with a brief discussion of the organization and its
significant actions over the past year. Following the
profiles, the report provides summary tables of key service
information on the profiled companies to allow quick
comparisons. Volume II of the report presents a
comprehensive snap-shot of the leading 100 service vendors
in the third-party and fourth-party support market,
outlining demographic, operational, and strategic
information on the vendors in this arena.

These reports will be available in Europe from INPUT at a
cost of £1495.00 each.

SNIPPETS

* IPL systems Inc, who sell IBM compatible tape drive
subsystems and add-on memory for IBM machines, now has a
technical support office in Zaventem, Belgium, which will be
responsible for supporting IPL's European clients.

* Granada has released impressive turnover figures for
1989: £201m ($330m) , an increase of around 66%. The only
additional figures currently available are that Granada
France achieved 1989 revenues of £17. 2m ($28m) . INPUT
estimates that 75-80% of revenues can be attributed to
independent maintenance. The remaining revenue is derived
from disaster recovery services and DPCE products. DPCE
grew by 15% last year.

* Dixons' maintenance and installation business in the
U.K. has been bought by National Technical Services Ltd,
part of Bricom pic. Dixons is retaining its Mastercare
after sales service business

* Harwell research has experimented on the effectiveness
of smoke detectors in computer rooms. Research has found
that as computer rooms are air-conditioned and many pieces
of equipment contain cooling fans it is likely that
insufficient smoke reaching the alarm causes a malfunction
in the smoke and fire precaution systems.





* Digital could see losses for the first quarter to 31
March as a result of the cost of a major programme of
voluntary retirement. This is being implemented to attempt
to cut employee numbers by as many as 8,000 in response to
the sluggish U.S. computer market.

* A new entrant to the UK disaster recovery market is
General Automation Ltd., based in Birmingham. The company
is offering disaster recovery services to PICK users and
claims that a replacement system can be installed within two
hours

.

* Nexus Payment Systems of Welwyn Garden City, U.K., and
Cap-RS of Walton-on-Thames , U.K., are the first to launch
disaster recovery systems for Stratus and Stratus compatible
systems. The companies offer their clients immediate access
to equipment which can either be manned by Stratus or the
client.

* Otis, one of the world's largest lift manufacturers, has
signed a world-wide training contact with Macmillan Intek.
Based in the U.K., Macmillan Intek has agreed that Otis can
reproduce 15 titles from its range of training packages.
These packages are part of an 'Open Learning' system, based
on books, video and audio tapes. The package for Otis'
maintenance staff includes a special lift simulator kit to
help train the staff in the latest microprocessor controlled
lifts. This addresses the problem of the knowledge gaps
that mechanics experience as a result of their mechanical,
rather than electronic, engineering backgrounds.
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Hitachi Data Systems
Integrated Services Division—A Provider Of Customer-Led Service

The integrated services

division of Hitachi Data

Systems seems to be in a

position today v^^here many
other services companies w^ould

like to be. The company
considers that it has responded

to the changes in the services

industry and met clients'

demands for total service from a

single supplier.

Background

Hitachi Data Systems (HDS)
markets and services mainframe
computers and peripherals and
employs 2,200 people in 32

countries. It v^as formed in

1979, when National

Semiconductor, which was then

selling mainframes through Itel

Corporation with Hitachi,

purchased Itel's computer
operations. The organisation

was then called National

Advanced Systems (NAS). In

April 1989, Hitachi Ltd. and
Electronic Data Systems
Corporation (EDS) jointly

acquired NAS and the company
was relaunched as Hitachi Data

Systems. This new name was
designed to reflect the 80%
ovmership by Hitachi with EDS
holding the remaining 20%.

Hitachi believed that the

acquisition of NAS strengthened

its position in the plug-

compatible equipment market.

HDS considers that the

combination of Hitachi's

expertise in hardware with EDS'

software development
capabilities wUl better equip the

company to respond to the

needs of its customers.

HDS benefits from the strength

of its corporate backing. Hitachi

is one of the largest industrial

concerns in the world, with total

revenues approaching $50

billion, as shown in Exhibit A.

Hitachi places great emphasis

on R&D. The amount spent on
R&D last year was up 13% and
represented 5.8% of total sales.

Special attention was focussed

on electronics, semiconductors

Continued on next page
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Exhibit A

Hitachi Ltd. Revenue Growth, 1987-1989

1987 1988

Q Hitachi, Total Revenue

1989

Information and Communication Systems
and Electronic Devices Revenue

Hitachi. . .from page 1

and computers, to satisfy the

demand for increased

processing power. HDS is

included in the Information and
Communication Systems and
Electronic Devices Division, in

which sales increased by 19% in

1989, with the computer sector

experiencing particularly high
growth. The financial

performance of the division is

also shown in Exhibit A. In

response to the spread of

distributed systems, Hitachi

introduced a new series of small
machines, the M-620 series, with
a newly developed operating

system, VOS K.

The corporate direction of HDS
is based on a strategic plan

which incorporates the

Integrated Services division as

an important element. In the

U.K., the organisation is run
jointly by the operations

manager, Jeff Holton and the

sales and marketing manger,
Peter Duff.

HDS Integrated Services was
first set up in the U.K. and has
grown to the point where it now
accoimts for 25% of HDS'
customer services revenues.

1990 will see this grow to

around 33%

Its customers include: Castrol

(U.K.) Ltd, Comhill Insurance
and AST Transact (formally

Royal Bank of Canada Systems).

Conception

About 3 years ago, the

Customer Service and Support
division of HDS re-evaluated its

strategies. In view of the trend

towards more reliable machines
and customer demand for more
than just piecemeal hardware
and software service solutions,

HDS decided that the way
forward was to offer the client a

total service package: aU
mainframe computer hardware
maintenance would be
undertaken by HDS, regardless

of vendor. Integrated Services,

a specialist division within

Customer Service and Support,

began to develop strategies to

enter this market. The support
offered involves placing an HDS
engineer on the customer site to

totally manage the servicing

requirements of all the clients'

computer equipment. The HDS
engineers are able to service

IBM and Hitachi equipment
themselves, and the servicing of

other equipment is

subcontracted—usually to the

original vendor, although in

some cases the subcontract is

awarded to a third-party

organisation. HDS has
agreements with over 50

vendors that allow the HDS
engineer to liaise, on behalf of

the client, with these other

vendors. HDS claims that it has

more vendor liaison experience

than any other company in the

U.K.

HDS claims that this method of

providing service relieves the

client of the huge burden of

calling out engineers from
different vendors and dealing

with the contractual aspects of

each. The on-site HDS
representative takes on all

necessary tasks to ensure that

the equipment is returned to full

e 1990 by INPUT. Reproduction prohibited. March 1990
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operational status with
irdnimum disruption to the

users' activities. One person
taking on the management of all

equipment service reduces the

operating overheads of most
multivendor sites. In some
cases, the HDS engineer carries

out remote diagnostics and
remedial action for the other

vendors. Very often, HDS
claims that the expertise and
experience of the engineer can

save unnecessary caU-outs and
he can often pinpoint the

problem very quickly. HDS
claims that the on-site engineer

is able to fix 80-90% of problems
himself and is qualified to

provide additional skills besides

hardware fault resolution. The
on-site engineer is often viewed
as a member of the client team
and has even appeared on a

client's own organisational

chart.

Current Strategy

HDS is working within a well-

defined niche market, and
though admitting to not being

the most inexpensive provider

of service, does claim to be the

most comprehensive. Its

customers tend to be the larger

IBM sites based in London and
the south of England. Exhibit B
illustrates HDS' service

positioning. HDS does not

intend targetting the price-

sensitive sector of the market,

but is aiming at local users who
prefer service from vendors.

HDS' policy of subcontracting

back single-source service to the

equipment vendor allows it to

satisfy clients' needs. The value

of a typical contract is around
$500 thousand. HDS does have
some smaller contracts, but does

75% of Users

HDS Position

not actively seek them. Very
often, HDS claims, business is

generated by recommendation.

It also appears that HDS can

afford to pick and choose its

clients: work is turned away if

HDS believes that it is not suited

to the job.

HDS' recruitment policy is "to

find the best," and the job is

presented to recruits as "the job

for the engineer of the future," a

new career path. The role of the

engineer is changing—the

engineer is now seen more and

25% of Users

more as a consultant, and a key

requirement is skill in customer

liaison and account

management.

Future Strategy

HDS claims to have identified a

niche market, but there is

further work to be done before a

totally integrated solution can

be offered. Exhibit C shows
HDS' view of its current

position.

Exhibit C

HDS' View of Its Current Position

in Providing Service Solutions

Concept Implement
Maturity—^Total

Service Solution

Past
Current

Future

March 1990 e 1990 by INPUT. Reproducllan prohibited.
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Hitachi. . .from page 3

HDS sees a need to increase its

expertise in software. A certain

amount of systems software
support is already offered in

some cases, but HDS hopes to

make it a formal offering by the

start of 1991. Leading on from
this, HDS plans to tackle

applications software with the

objective of adding this to its

portfolio by 1992. There are

numerous other enhancements
to be considered, such as

networks and office systems
These have been handled in a
growing number of cases where
the transition has naturally

occurred on an informal

customer-by-customer basis.

However, a country-wide
structure hs recently been put

into place which can now
support distributed equipment
as long as they are serviced by a
large central mainframe site.

H05' portfolio has potential for

further growth with the

provision of environmental
services. HDS has had
experience, for example, of

managing the move of a

customer's computer room.

That the market for services

such as those offered by HDS
exists is supported by INPUT'S
user research, which indicates

that in 1989 ahnost 80% of users

had a preference for

single-source service. Many
other service companies are

formulating plans now to put
into place similar 'total service'

mechanisms, a factor also

supported by INPUT research

data. HDS' geographical

coverage is limited, however, by
the size of its operation. HDS is

formulating plans for growth
and discussions are now taking

place on a nationwide basis

with large mainframe users.

HDS is also planning for its

future growth into Europe.

Currently, HDS has two
contracts in France and has won
a contract for a major site in

Holland within the last four

months. These contracts are

handled by the local customer
service and support
organisation in each country.

Expansion plans into Europe are

being actively pursued. The
ultimate aim is to provide a

truly total service solution.

Hitachi Data Systems

—

Independent Maintenance Operations in

the United States

HDS' U.S. operation in Santa Clara, California

has been active in the independent
maintenance market for five years. In 1988, it

reported $15 miUion of revenues from independent
maintenance, this figure is expected to have grown
by about 15 % for 1989. Gary Moore is president of

the organisation.

The company has 75 service locations covering the

whole of America. It has some 450 employees, of

which 347 are field engineers, 60 are in field

support and 30 in service management.

The company maintains a wide range of machines,
including mainframes, minis, superminis and
micros. It also supports peripherals,

telecommunications and front end processors.

Brands supported include IBM, Hitachi, STC.
Magnuson and Telex.

In addition to hardware and software

maintenance, HDS undertakes manufacturer
warranty work, preventive maintenance and
refurbishment. Recognising the need to be able

to provide additional services, HDS also offers

training and consultancy services.

All HDS' business is contract-based and the

support is always delivered on the cixstomer

site. HDS operates in a number of vertical

markets, including manufacturing, utilities,

insurance, federal and local government, and
banking and finance. HDS believes that its

competitors are other manufacturers.
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Unisys U.S. Maintenance Activities

Unisys has been active in

the TPM market for five

years. Its president is Mr.

Gazerwitz and in 1988 Unisys

derived revenues of $35 million

fi-om TPM.

It is a large operation, with a

total of 9,000 employees
involved in service. 7,200 of

these are field engineers.

Unisys has 339 service locations,

including 64 repair depots and
one parts depot. The company
offers its services throughout

the United States, including

non-continental US.

Support is provided for

mainframes, minis, micros.

peripherals, telecommuni-

cations equipment and local

area networks. A wide range of

brands is supported, including:

Epson
DEC
Compaq
Fujitsu

Toshiba
Wyse

Mannesmann
NEC
Panasonic

QMS
Genicom
Hewlett-

Packard

Unisys provides a range of

services:

• Manufacturer warranty work
• Software maintenance
• Training

• Refurbishment
• Installation/relocation

• Preventive maintenance
• Remedial maintenance
• Consultancy
• ECO/FCO (change orders)

• Conversions/upgrade

Most of their business (90%) is

contract based with the

remaining 10% being hourly

per-call. Unisys is targeting

various vertical markets,

including transportation,

distribution, services, medical,

banking and finance.

News from the U.S.A.

The following are two
questions posed to INPUT

by clients in the United States.

The first is indicative of the

increased interest in the training

and education sector.

Question: What maintenance

and support programs are

available from the major

hardware manufacturers for

higher education institutions?

Answer: INPUT addressed the

education programs available

from DEC, Apple, IBM, and
Hewlett-Packard in the U.S

December 1989 newsletter. The
programs are recapped below,

along with those from Unisys

and Wang.

Apple—Apple offers four levels

of purchase discounts: Educator

Buy (teachers receive discount

on individual purchases).

Student Buy (students finance

purchases through the Federal

Student Loan Program),

Institutional Buy (bulk

purchases by the institution),

and Contractual Agreement
(campus bookstore acts as a

reseller to students, faculty, and
staff). Under the Contractual

Agreement purchase, Apple
trains the university staff to

maintain and repair the

equipment and helps the

university establish an on-site

repair depot.

DEC—DEC provides the

Campus-Wide Educational

Service Program to assist the

university or institute to become
self sufficient. Under the

program, DEC will train the

institute's staff in maintenance

and repair, provide a 50%
discount on parts, and assist in

establishing an on-site repair

depot to be staffed by the

university or institute's

employees.

HP—Hewlett-Packard does not

offer any special service

discounts directed to

Continued on next page
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universities or educational

institutions. HP considers each
institutional purchase to be an
opportunity for a cvistom

purchase agreement.

7BM—IBM's Educational
Allowances program offers

discounts on all hardware and
software purchases, while the

national educational prices

apply to microcomputers and
related software. To be eligible

for these discounts, the

institution or university must be
an accredited, nonprofit

institution of higher education
and the equipment must be for

its own use, and installed for at

least two years before selling.

There are no special pricing

schedules or discount programs
for service—regular service

schedules apply.

Unisys—^Unisys does not offer

any special standard discotmts

for higher education

maintenance and support
procurements. However, there

is usually a custom negotiation

for maintenance on a case-by-

case basis, depending on the

particular requirements of the

ir«titution. Unisys will train the

university's people in

maintenance on-site or at a
Urusys training centre, at the

standard cost schedules.

Wang—^Wang does not offer any
special discounts for hardware
maintenance to educational

institutions. Exceptions to this

include cases when hardware
donations are made to higher

education institutions; service is

then provided free or at a

substantial discount.

Question: Regarding DEC's
VMS software upgrades, does
the customer have to be under a
software maintenance
agreement to receive upgrades?
Are the upgrades available at a
discount or must a whole new
package of software be pur-

chased?

Answer: Software upgrades are

available from DEC,
independent of a software

maintenance contract.

Upgrades are available in the

following manner.

1. As part of a software
maintenance contract, the

upgrades are automatic when
the company subscribes to

the Media Documentation
and Distribution.

2. "A la Carte" upgrades are

available where only the

upgrade and the

documentation are

purchased.

It may be more cost-effective

under the software maintenance
agreement if the system is to be
upgraded regularly. Purchasing
the individual upgrades is

preferable if only an occasional

upgrade is required.

rnon

INPUT Examines the Service Offerings of

the Leading Third- Party l\/laintainers

The updated versions of

Service Vendor Analysis—
Third-Party Maintenance,

Volumes I & II (U.S.) are due to

be released by the end of the

first quarter.

Volume I of Service Vendor
Analysis—Third Party

Maintenance profiles the service

organizations of the top ten

TPM service providers in the

United States, including

revenues from service, and
service coverage. Each profile

begins with a brief discussion of

the organization and its

significant actions over the past

year. Following the profiles, the

report provides summary tables

of key service information on
the profiled companies to allow
quick comparisons. Volume n
of the report presents a

comprehensive snapshot of the

leading 100 service vendors in

the third-party and fourth-party

support market, outlining

demographic, operational, and
strategic information on the

vendors in this arena.

These reports wiU be available

in Europe from INPUT at a cost

of £1,495.00 each.
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Snippets

IPL Systems Inc., which sells IBM-compatible

tape drive subsystems and add-on memory for

IBM machines, now has a technical support

office in Zaventem, Belgium, which will be

responsible for supporting IPL's European
clients.

Granada has released impressive turnover

figures for 1989: £201 million ($330 million), an

increase of around 66% from 1988. The only

additional figures cvirrently available are that

Granada France achieved 1989 revenues of

£17.2m ($28 mUUon). INPUT estimates that 75-

80% of revenues can be attributed to

independent maintenance. The remaining

revenue is derived from disaster recovery

services and DPCE products. DPCE grew by

15% last year.

Dixons' maintenance and installation business

in the U.K. has been bought by National

Technical Services Ltd, part of Bricom PLC.

Dixons is retaining its Mastercare

after-sales service business.

Harwell research has experimented on the

effectiveness of smoke detectors in computer

rooms. Research has found that as computer

rooms are air-conditioned and many pieces of

equipment contain cooling fans, it is likely that

insufficient smoke reaching the alarm causes a

malfunction in the smoke and fire precaution

systems.

Digital could see losses for the first quarter (to

31 March) as a result of the cost of a major

programme of voluntary retirement. This is

being implemented to attempt to cut

employee ntmibers by as many as 8,000, in

response to the sluggish U.S. computer

market.

A new entrant to the U.K. disaster recovery

market is General Automation Ltd., based in

Birmingham. The company is offering

disaster recovery services to PICK users and

claims that a replacement system can be

installed within two hours.

Nexus Payment Systems of Welwyn Garden
City, U.K., and Cap-RS of Walton-on-

Thames, U.K., are the first to launch disaster

recovery systems for Stratus and
Stratus-compatible systems. The companies

offer their clients immediate access to

equipment which can be manned by either

Stratus or the client.

Otis, one of the world's largest lift

manufacturers, has signed a worldwide

training contract with Macmillan Intek.

Based in the U.K., Macmillan Intek has

agreed that Otis can reproduce 15 titles from

its range of training packages. These

packages are part of an 'Open Learning'

system, based on books, video and audio

tapes. The package for Otis' maintenance

staff includes a special lift simulator kit to

help train the staff in the latest

microprocessor-controlled lifts. This

addresses the problem of the knowledge

gaps that mechanics experience as a result of

their mechanical, rather than electronic,

engineering backgrounds.
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